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QUESTION 1

Scenario: An administrator needs to increase the maximum memory range from 1 GB to 2 GB on a virtual machine
configured with dynamic memory control. The virtual machine runs Windows Server 2008, has XenServer tools
installed, and it is currently in a running state. 

What should the administrator consider prior to adjusting the memory configuration of the virtual machine? 

A. The XenServer host needs to have enough available memory. 

B. XenServer workload balancing needs to be enabled on the host. 

C. The virtual machine needs to be moved to another resource pool. 

D. The virtual machine needs to be restarted in order for the changes to take effect. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Scenario: An administrator realizes that the XenServer pool master has experienced an unrecoverable issue and
crashed over the weekend. High availability is currently disabled. 

Which command must the administrator run on the XenServer CLI of a pool member to recover the XenServer pool? 

A. xe pool-ha-enable 

B. xe pool-recover-slaves 

C. xe pool-designate-new-master 

D. xe pool-emergency-transition-to-master 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator is setting up the XenServer hosts in an environment to boot from SAN. In which BIOS would the
administrator go to enable XenServer to boot from SAN? 

A. Host 

B. Array controller 

C. Network interface card 

D. Primary host bus adapter 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Scenario: An administrator is in charge of distributing streamed Windows desktops to users using Provisioning services.
Users have reported that they CANNOT access any printers while using the streamed desktops. The administrator has
confirmed local printers are installed in the base image. 

What could be causing this issue? 

A. Printer drivers are NOT configured. 

B. Network printers are NOT assigned to the users. 

C. Active Directory printers are assigned to the users. 

D. Printer Management is enabled in the vDisk properties. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Scenario: An administrator needs to ensure that the XenServer pool database in a two- server pool is highly available.
However, one of the XenServer hosts has failed and is NOT recoverable. The administrator now must re-establish high
availability using a new host. The existing host has taken the master role. 

Which step should the administrator take to recover the backup pool information to the new XenServer host and ensure
that it is highly available with the existing XenServer master? 

A. Add the new host to the existing pool. 

B. Restore the pool metadata to the new host. 

C. Restore the pool metadata to the running host. 

D. Create a new pool and restore the metadata to the new host. 

Correct Answer: A 
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